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The ‘Ode to Joy’ has been
the anthem of the European Union since 1985. But
on the occasion of the first

Now the robot takes on
the ear!

per formance of the ninth
symphony in May 1824 –
from which both versions
are derived – they had to
turn the maestro towards
the audience as he was
unable to hear its frenetic
applause: Ludwig van Beethoven had been deaf since the age of 27. Today,
the pioneer of romanticism
would be in the good hands
of the CAScination specialists: the leader in navigation solutions for open liver
surger y and tumour ablation has now developed a robotic system for Cochlear
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In a world of silence?
Remember that we are talking
here primarily about human suffering: Today about 460 million
people around the world have
disabling hearing loss. In 2050
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this figure will rise to a billion.
Deafness is especially tragic for
children and deaf-born babies,
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